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The Southworth line of powered turntables is fabricated with extra heavy-duty components and assemblies that 

make up this truly industrial duty turntable that will take the abuse of demanding applications.  Southworth 
turntables will provide years of maintenance-free and trouble-free service.  Powered turntables are designed to 

the application and are available in a full range of capacities up to 10,000 lb. and sizes from  
24” x 24” to as large as 60” x 60” and speeds from 1 to 5 RPM. 

 
 
Baseplate sized to the platform >>>>    Most manufacturers use “one-fits-all”. Southworth  
(platform of a scissors lift) maximizes the baseplate to the fullest possible width to 

maximize spread on the load bearings; it means less 
deflection and greater stability 

 
Electric gearmotor drive >>>>   Dependable combination electric motor and gearbox sized  

to the application  Compact design keeps lowered heights 
to a minimum 

 
½” thick, solid steel platform >>>>   No flimsy section here.  The platform remains level even 
(on the smallest platform)     under eccentric loads 

 
Roller chain and sprocket drive >>>>  Positive, dependable connection between the gearmotor  

and turntable for solid turntable positioning (no cheap 
friction wheels here).    

 
Clutch assembly  >>>>     In cases where the turntable could be obstructed the 
(built into the sprocket)     clutch protects the entire drive mechanism from damage 
 
Oversized center pin >>>>    The oversized alloy center pin will take the abuse when 

loading or off loading  
 
Large diameter center pin bearing >>>>  Provides smooth precise centering control for thousands  

upon thousands of rotations  
 
Load rollers are sealed bearings >>>>  No need for routine greasing to reduce turning force 
 
Maximum platform support >>>>   4, 8, or 12* precision ball bearing load support rollers 

prevent platform warpage under eccentric loads   
 
Two years parts and labor warranty >>>>  The strongest warranty in the industry - backed by the 

       best reputation 
 
 
*4 bearings on 2,000# models, 8 bearings on 4,000# models and 12 bearings on 6,000# models.  In addition, turntables with platforms larger than 48” x 
48” or units requiring high rollover capacity may use additional bearings. 
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